Monica Tranel worked for 350 Montana – a radical, environmental activist group that protested
the Keystone XL pipeline, the Dakota Access Pipeline, and wants to completely shut down
American oil and gas production at a time when gas is almost $5 dollars a gallon.
BACKUP:
Monica Tranel represented 350 Montana, a climate change activist group, and argued a case on
their behalf:
•

Monica Tranel wrote that she “had the opportunity to argue a case on behalf of 350
Montana on the constitutionality of the pre-approval statute and whether or not it only
benefits NorthWestern.”

(Monica Tranel, Twitter, 03/25/22)

•

Tranel represented climate change activist group 350 Montana in challenging a state law.
“In a recent successful case, she represented climate change activist group 350 Montana in
challenging a state law that gave utility NorthWestern Energy Corp. the exclusive ability to
seek PSC ‘pre-approval’ to add the costs of certain projects to its rates before developing
the projects. The Missoula County District Court found that law unconstitutional.” (Timothy
Cama, “How Zinke’s Democratic opponent plans to beat him,” E&E News, 7/1/22)

350 Montana supports radical positions such as Defunding the Police and advocated for
“diverting significant parts of their budget to programs that reduce the need for police”:

•

350 Montana wrote on Twitter, “There need do be a fundamental rethink/restructuring
of policing in this country. That almost certainly includes diverting significant parts of
their budget to programs that reduce the need for police…”

(350 Montana, Twitter, Accessed 06/07/20)

•

350 Montana was critical of Steve Daines for not supporting the defund police
movement.

(350 Montana, Twitter, Accessed 08/28/20)

•

CNN referred to defunding the police as a “radical shift in police policy.”

(“Does the 'left' want to defund the police?” CNN, Accessed 7/4/22)

350 Montana protested the construction of both the Keystone XL Pipeline and the Dakota
Access Pipeline:
•

In May 2020, 350 Montana called for the cancellation of the Keystone XL Pipeline.
“350Montana answered the call from Native tribes and conservationists to put together a
‘virtual ‘ banner and message to Governor Steve Bullock of Montana, to Stop Construction
on the Keystone XL pipeline, in Montana, due to the corona virus. TC Energy, aka Trans
Canada is going ahead with its plan to bring in thousands of workers near Indigenous
communities and rural towns. Cancel Keystone XL, Governor Bullock!!” (“Stop the Keystone XL
Pipeline!” 350 Montana, 5/12/20)

•

350 Montana said it would protest Senators Tester and Daines in 2017 over their
support for the Dakota and Keystone XL Pipeline. “After President Trump announced
his efforts to restart the Keystone XL and Dakota Access pipelines, Senator Daines and
Tester both announced their support for the Keystone XL(see Missoulian Article) The tar
sands pipeline which will run through Montana is intended to carry extremely dirty and
damaging tar sands oil. Retired NASA climate Scientist James Hansen says that if this oil is
recovered and used, it is ‘game over for the planet’. 350 Montana and Indian People’s
Action will protest Senator Tester and Daines support for these climate killing projects,
beginning at noon on Friday, January 27th, outside Senator Tester’s office at 130 W. Front
Street in Missoula. At approximately 12:30, we will march to Senator Daines office at 218
E. Front Street to continue our protest. This will be a peaceful protest. No civil
disobedience is planned but be prepared to make lots of noise.” (“Keystone XL Protest,” 350 Montana,
1/27/17)

•

In September 2016, 350 Montana posted on their website, “Please demonstrate your
support of the Standing Rock Sioux at the Sacred Stones Camp and their efforts to stop
the Dakota Access Pipeline by joining us in solidarity Tuesday, September 13th on the
Higgins Street bridge from 4-6 PM.”

(“#NoDAPL Day of Action,” 350 Montana, 9/13/16)

350 Montana opposes the extraction, shipment, and burning of fossil fuels, and argued that
stopping 100% of global fossil fuel burning today would be the best action we could take:

Editor’s Note: By virtue of seeking to end the burning of fossil fuels globally as fast as possible, 350
Montana seeks to end the burning of fossil fuels in the U.S. as fast as possible.
•

350 Montana opposes the extraction, shipment, and burning of fossil fuels.

(About 350 Montana, 350 Montana, Accessed 06/22/22)

•

350 Montana supports stopping the burning of fossil fuels globally as fast as possible and
said, “Stopping 100% of global fossil fuel burning today would be the best action we
could take.” “All of these impacts are occurring with a current global warming of just .85
degrees Celsius (or 1.5 degrees Fahrenheit) since the start of the Industrial Revolution in
1750. Clearly, the most important thing for humanity to do is stop further global
warming. And since global warming is largely caused by the burning of fossil fuels, we have
to stop burning fossil fuels, globally, as fast as possible. Stopping 100% of global fossil fuel
burning today would be the best action we could take. But that dramatic action is
impossible in socioeconomic terms. So the question is, how quickly can we stop burning
fossil fuels?” (About 350 Montana, 350 Montana, Accessed 06/22/22)

As of July 5, 2022, the average gas price in Montana is nearly $5 a gallon:

•

As of July 5, 2022, the average gas price in Montana is $4.92 a gallon.

(Montana Gas Prices, American Automobile Association, Accessed 7/5/22)

